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IN THE SHADOW OF THE LANGUAGE GARDEN
Jan Noordegraaf
VU University Amsterdam

For Konrad Koerner
il miglior fabro

1. Introduction
In his introduction to the first volume of the Woordenboek der Nederlandsche Taal (1882-1998), the
recently completed Dictionary of the Dutch Language, the Leiden Professor of Dutch Language,
Matthias de Vries (1820-1892), gave a brief characterization of the activities of those engaged in
the study of language. On the one hand he distinguished the "scientific language researcher",
who is concerned with the spoken language and to whom any worn-out and mutilated language
form has the same value as the sweetest and most elegant expression, "just as to the botanist the
most insignificant weed is as important as the most splendid flower". The language researcher
describes the words and word forms he observes, explains their origin, and points out "the laws
which govern their lives". On the other hand de Vries described the "language practitioner" who
chooses the written language as his object of research. The latter resembles the horticulturist
who selects the finest ornamental plants, cultivates them carefully, and by grouping them
together he gracefully unites them into a lovely whole (de Vries 1882: lxxx-lxxxi).
The reader who knows his Koerner, as the present author claims to do, will immediately
recognize the source of de Vries's analogies. De Vries had borrowed them from one of the
linguistic works he had on his shelves, namely Die Deutsche Sprache (1860) written by a close
contemporary, the German linguist August Schleicher (1821-1868), who is currently seen as "the
most influential mid-19th century historical linguist" (Koerner 1995a: 62). In this widely read
book Schleicher had used exactly the same pastoral metaphor when seeking to illustrate the
distinction between "Glottik" and "Philologie". It is a comparison which has rightly been
characterized as "devenue célèbre" (Desmet 1996: 53). But it is also well-known that Schleicher
used a similar image at a much earlier occasion. In his 1848 Zur vergleichenden Sprachengeschichte he
argued that "die Thätigkeit des Sprachforschers, der eine noch unerklärte Sprache untersucht,
ganz analog [ist] der des Botanikers, der eine ihm unbekannte Pflanze bestimmt" (Schleicher
1848: 28; cf. Koerner 1989: 349).1
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In 1850, Schleicher used another comparison to explain the difference between the "Philolog" and
the "Linguist". Because it is less known in the literature I quote it in full: "Der Philolog gleicht dem
Landmanne, der mit ein Paar Rossen ein fruchtbares und reiches Feld bestellt; ihm genügt wenn er
practisch mit seinen Rossen gut umzugehen weiss, mit ihren Eigentümlichkeiten muss er daher völlig
vertraut sein. Der Linguist dagegen gleicht dem Zoologen, der einer ganz andern Kenntniss der Species
equus caballus bedarf, als der Landmann, die er sich nur durch das Studium vieler Thiergattungen
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The notes of the academic lectures de Vries gave in Leiden in the early 1850s witness the
impact of other Schleicherian ideas as they had been put forward in the latter's Linguistische
Untersuchungen II: Die Sprachen Europas in systematischer Übersicht (1850). They include the
distinction between the 'linguist' and the 'philologist'; I have dealt quite extensively with that
topic elsewhere (Noordegraaf 1985: 379-390). What I should like to do on this special occasion
is to make a few remarks on the way botanical analogies and metaphors were used in the writings
of earlier grammarians and linguists. After all, Schleicher's 'language garden' as such is definitely
not an original metaphor. As the aim of this paper must be a modest one, I shall limit myself to
some evocations of the 'language garden' in eighteenth-century linguistic literature. Being a
student of Dutch I have decided to choose my specimina from the body of writings with which
the founding father of the scientific study of the Dutch language, Matthias de Vries, was
acquainted.2 As regards this selection, it should be borne in mind that in the years 1839-1843
de Vries was educated as a student of classical languages at Leiden university, where his
professors felt themselves the heirs of celebrated eighteenth-century Leiden classicists such as
Tiberius Hemsterhuis and Lodewijk Caspar Valckenaer. What is more, as a young student de
Vries fell under the spell of mediaeval Dutch literature and decided to devote his life to the study
of Dutch. He subsequently familiarized himself with the writings of great Dutch linguists such as
Lambert ten Kate, an eighteenth-century Amsterdam Privatgelehrter. Both in the works of ten
Kate and the Dutch classicists one finds botanical terminology, as will become clear in the
following sections.

2. Lambert ten Kate (1674-1731)
Lambert ten Kate Hermansz. is regarded as one of the greatest and most celebrated Dutch
linguists in Dutch history. His voluminous Aenleiding tot de kennisse van het verhevene deel der
Nederduitsche sprake ('Introduction to the Exalted Part of the Dutch Language') was written during
the years 1710-1723 and was published in 1723. The Aenleiding consists of two volumes, each of
approximately 750 pages, presenting the first historical grammar of Dutch, the concepts
'historical', 'grammar', and 'Dutch' being understood in a very broad sense. The first volume
includes a highly informative preface, which outlines the book and gives its contents. The book
is, for the most part, written in the form of 14 dialogues between N., ten Kate's friend, the
grammarian Adriaen Verwer (c. 1655-1717), and L., Lambert ten Kate himself. Among other
things they discuss the importance of linguistics, the dispersion of languages in Europe, speech
sounds, and the declensions and conjugations of Dutch. Besides eight appendices covering
rather varied material one finds a fundamental essay presenting a full comparative description of
the irregular verb systems of Dutch, Gothic, Old High German, Anglo-Saxon, New High
German, and Icelandic. Ten Kate presented irrefutable proof that these verbs, far from
representing an erratic type of conjugation, were subject to rules that obtained not only in
Gothic, but were valid for all branches of Germanic. The second volume provides an
etymological dictionary, set up on the basis of the material collected in the first volume and
erwerben kann, dafür aber auch nicht gerade des Gebrauchs derselben kundig zu sein bracht" (Schleicher
1850: 5).
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As much has been argued about Schleicher's alledged 'Darwinism', it is interesting to
mention the fact that Matthias de Vries was an uncle of the 'Dutch Darwin', the renowned
botanist Hugo de Vries (1848-1935).
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according to the principles applied therein. Two introductory essays providing a 100-page
discussion of the fundamentals of scientific etymology ('geregelde afleiding', derivation according to
fundamental rules) are followed by two long alphabetically arranged listings of Germanic words
derived from strong verb roots.
In the first volume the reader comes across various instances of botanical language use, for
example, when ten Kate discusses the "European Language Tree" with its "branches" and
"twigs" (1723,I: 59, 60-63). Although ten Kate did not draw a language tree à la Schleicher (cf.
Koerner 1989: 190), he provided a folding geographical map showing the diffusion of the
various peoples and their languages all over Europe. In volume two, in a piece which actually
dates from the year 1715, ten Kate suggested that one could consider "our unevenly flowing [sc.
irregular] VERBS as the Roots [...], the Nouns derived from them as [...] Main Branches, the Verbs
which have sprung from them as Strong Limbs, and the Nouns which arise from these latter as [...]
Lesser Limbs". Then, as far as derivation is concerned,
we will walk on a vast Field, which is covered with Amazing Trees; a Field, which
due to the passing of so many ages has gone wild, and all over it is [...] sprinkled
with old barren or torn off Branches, among which new Shoots from hidden
Roots can be discovered. Here we have sought to clear a way, in order to be able
to cross it without obstruction, to repair here and there what has been broken; to
bring back Dispersed Branches and Sprigs to their proper Tree or Plant each; to
heal the Fissures; to create Space in order to get some perspective; to give access
to the Fruits; and, finally, to change a Plantation, which at first looked like an
orderless Wilderness, into a Garden of Delight (ten Kate 1723,II: 95-96).
It is true that this comparison has a definite historical slant, but it is also evident that ten Kate
was concerned to find the regularity which had become obscured in the course of the history of
the language. "Regularity" was "the crown of a language" (1723,I: 543); ten Kate could not
believe that the so-called unevenly flowing verbs were as irregular as his contemporaries
considered them to be.3 To him, language was a "divine gift" (1723,I: 6); "fostered by the Milk of
Reason" its development and extension had been left to Man (1723,I: 9-10). As Reason had been
the "foster mother" of language (1723,I: 14), language must also be characterized by regularity
and show logical coherence. Thus, to ten Kate reshaping the "orderless Wilderness", the waste
land, into a "Garden of Delight", a pleasure-garden, was definitely not a prescriptive activity. His
aim was to bring to light the underlying systematic nature of language by searching earlier
language stages; with the help of the researcher's reason, consistent rules could be found.
A nice illustration of this approach can be found in the first volume of the Nieuwe bijdragen tot
opbouw der vaderlandsche letterkunde ('New contributions to the building of Dutch literature', 17631766), which was one of the first periodicals to be completely devoted to the study of Dutch
language and literature. The first volume (1763) of the Nieuwe bijdragen carries a beautifully
engraved title, which abounds with allegorical images (cf. Knol 1977: 64). It shows an idyllic spot
somewhere in the country. At the lower right one observes a set of gardening tools: without any
doubt these instruments stand for human reason.
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It is, indeed, in the verbal conjugation system that ten Kate recognized the regularity of vowel
alternation, which eventually led him to the discovery of the phenomenon of what Jacob Grimm would
later call Ablaut. In his Deutsche Grammatik (II: 67) Grimm acknowledged: "Ten Kate hat die Ablaute
zuerst in ihrer Wichtigkeit hervorgehoben [...]".
3

3. The Schola Hemsterhusiana
3.1. Tiberius Hemsterhuis (1685-1766)
It is believed that ten Kate participated in an early eighteenth-century Amsterdam linguistic circle
whose members probably included Tiberius Hemsterhuis, professor at the Amsterdam
Athenaeum Illustre from 1704 until 1717, who would become the founding father of the 'Schola
Hemsterhusiana', a group of Dutch classical scholars which consisted of Hemsterhuis and some
of his students who followed his approach in the study of Greek. In addition to their literary and
interpretative work, Hemsterhuis and his followers developed their own etymological method of
investigating language based on principles of reconstruction. In 1717, Hemsterhuis left
Amsterdam for the University of Franeker, where he had accepted the Greek chair. From 1740
to 1765 he was Professor of Greek at Leiden. Lord Monboddo (1714-1799) once eulogized
Tiberius Hemsterhuis as "the greatest Greek scholar of his time".
Hemsterhuis's sole purely linguistic treatise that has come down to us is the Lectio Publica de
Originibus Linguae Graecae, which probably dates from around 1740.4 As late as 1845 it was edited
by the Frisian scholar J.H. Halbertsma (1789-1869). I have been able to establish that not only
Jacob Grimm (1785-1863) received a complimentary copy from the editor, but also Matthias de
Vries. A close analysis of the Lectio yields a clear insight into Hemsterhuis's concept of analogy,
showing that Hemsterhuis was the first to introduce a methodical system to the etymology of the
Greek language in its entirety (Gerretzen 1940: 372).
As it appears from his lecture, Hemsterhuis saw the Greek language as an ideally-built body,
and just like an anatomist he dissected the "corpus linguae" (Hemsterhuis 1740: 329, 330, 350)
seeking to become acquainted with its innermost detail (cf. Gerretzen 1940: 109). According to
Hemsterhuis, the "origines" of a language include "primordia et radices verborum per multiplices
formas derivatorum". The word 'radix' triggers the image of trunk and trees, which illustrates the
connection between the derivations and the original, a connection which easily escapes our
attention, as Hemsterhuis himself noted — "Quo diutius linguae usurpantur eo quoque latiores
ramos diffundunt. Rami uti cum primis radicibus connectantur, saepe nos praeterit"
(Hemsterhuis 1740: 341; cf. Gerretzen 1940: 141).
Two remarks in margine. Hemsterhuis has been accused of having fostered a "naïve conception
of the meaning and purpose of `etymology'", which comes to light in his attempts to reconstruct
"the original language" (Cassirer 1973 [1923]: 149n.55). Note, however, that in his comments on
the Lectio Halbertsma (1845: 381) made it clear that "Linguam reducere ad primas voces, quas
primi mortalium rebus imposuerent, et nexum inter sonum earum vocum et rem significatam
inquirere, Hemsterhuis vetat" (emphasis added).5 Second, it has been remarked that
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As a matter of fact, the lecture is undated. Note, however, that according to the university series
lectionum Hemsterhuis discussed the Origines linguae graecae for two hours a week throughout the years of
his Leiden professorship (1740-1765). Halbertsma (1845: vi) noted that Hemsterhuis was "[a]ccoutumé, il
y a plus d'un siècle, à considérer la langue comme une émanation immédiate de l'âme humaine" (emphasis
added).
5
As Hemsterhuis (1740: 330) put it himself: "Nos monere debemus, cum promittamus inquirere
origines Linguae Graecae, nos non loqui de primis illis principiis et vocibus, quae primae rebus sunt
impositae. Harum vocum prima ratio in nulla lingua constat [...]. In originibus igitur linguarum
inquirendis haec pars tanquam obscura et latens est praetermittenda". A prudent scholar, acquainted
4

seine [sc. Hemsterhuis's] so viel gepriesene Entdeckung der Analogie des
Sprachgebrauches, die er [...] dem Griechischen und Lateinischen [...] applicirte,
von ihm nirgends schriftlich niedergelegt [ist], sondern nur durch mündliche
Belehrung in Collegien und sonst auf seine Schüler fortgepflantzt [...] (Müller
1869: 80).
Sometimes one can catch a glimpse of this "mündliche Belehrung". In 1759, Adrianus Henricus
Stompwijk, a praeceptor at the Latin School in the city of Kampen, published an Epistola etymologicaphilologica which was addressed to J.D. van Hoven (1705-1793), a Professor working in the same
Dutch country town. In his letter Stompwijk made crucial use of the concept of analogy which
he owed to Hesterhuis's teachings — "epistola [...] cujus argumenta debemus fidissimis summi
Ti. Hemsterhusii institutionibus [...]" (Stompwijk 1759: 32).

3.2. L.C. Valckenaer (1715-1785)
Hemsterhuis's student Lodewijk Caspar Valckenaer was his successor to the Greek chair both at
Franeker and Leiden. In his "jugendlichen" (Bernhardy 1832: 236) Observationes academicae, quibus
via munitur ad origines graecas investigandas, lexicorumque defectus resarciendos, a set of lecture notes from
the year 1743, one also finds various botanical images. Observatio X, for instance, reads in full:
"Ex verbis primitivis, tanquam totidem stirpibus & radicibus, amoeno linguae horto insitis,
derivatorum verborum, tanquam totidem ramorum, foecunda propago emicuit & propullulavit"
(Valckenaer 1790 [1743]: 12; emphasis added).
This image was elaborated in Observatio XXIII. "We consider", Valckenaer said, "the Greek
language as a garden ('tanquam hortum'), which is most lovely thanks to its simple and natural
beauty, and most cultivated by a charming quantity of variegated flowers". However, this one has
to be admired more than other gardens. First of all, this large garden has a rather small number
of trees [i.e. the small number of primitiva] standing in rows pointing in the same direction. The
height and the diffusion of the branches [i.e. the numerous derivata] take so much room both in
length and width that they darken the full space of the garden ("spatium horti totum").
Furthermore, what is very special with regard to the trees in this garden is that their trunks
("truncus") are fully identical ("similissimus"), that the branches of every tree are equal in
number and appear to protrude in one line, and that every branch of every trunk has the same
quantity of leaves, entirely identical in shape, so that whoever has profoundly studied oculo curioso
& philosophico the leaves of one branch and the branches of one trunk will soon understand how
many branches have sprouted from each trunk (Valckenaer 1790 [1743]: 26-27).
Valckenaer commented that he deemed it appropriate to insert this "allegoria", systemati nostro
[...] congruam, in order to try minds who were more capable of understanding the present matters
and who could bring them into a better light later on. It is clear that Valckenaer, a professional
language teacher after all, sought to demonstrate that the Greek language was easy ("linguam
Graecam facilem esse"), and that the derivations could quickly be learned, in particular by those
qui cogitare didicerunt (1790 [1743]: 27). I cannot discuss the didactic dimension of this approach
here, although I feel it is an interesting feature of his method (cf. Valckenaer s.d.).
It has been remarked (Gerretzen 1940: 275) that when writing his allegoria Valckenaer appears
with the works of Locke ("Lockius", cf. Ruhkenius 1807: 17), Hemsterhuis decided to refrain
from any speculations in this field.
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to have had real eighteenth-century gardens in his mind's eye. Obviously, his garden does not
resemble ten Kate's 'Wilderness', but it appears to be a well-structured garden as conceived by
the great French landscape architect André Lenôtre (1613-1700), in whose designs regularity had
replaced nature's capriciousness and to whom each part was subservient to the design of the
whole. After all, Valckenaer was of partially French descent. So much for Valckenaer's "Jardin
des Racines Grecques", to quote a well-known title from the Port-Royal tradition.
It does not come as a surprise, I suppose, that in the same Observatio Valckenaer also
compares the Greek language to a large and spacious house: "linguam Graecam comparare
soleo domui amplae & spatiosae, in qua omnia sunt ad usum eleganter accomodata; sed cujus
domus singula conclavia, secundum normam & regulam a peritissimo architecto6 fabricata,
multiplicia, sed eadem habeant ornamenta" (Valckenaer 1790 [1743]: 26; emphasis added).
All in all, Valckenaer's observations on the Greek language might lead us to conclude that he
saw this language as a well-structured and coherent whole, not as a mass of individual words. To
his mind, the image of the hortus linguae was a perfect expression of the linguistic systema he had
developed under the aegis of his teacher Tiberius Hemsterhuis. As such, Valckenaer's garden can
be added to the examples of "biological analogy in the study of language before the advent of
comparative grammar", which "hitherto attracted little attention from historians of linguistics"
(Percival 1987: 3-4). Moreover, this case might also count as independent evidence to
corroborate Mounin's thesis that "la notion de système en linguistique [...] remonte, avec
certitude, au moins à la deuxième partie du XVIIIe siècle" (Mounin 1968: 59).

3.3. From 'structure' to 'history' ?
It has been argued that in the eighteenth century an "orientation structurale" can be pointed out
(cf. Droixhe 1970). The question can be asked whether the Hemsterhusian school, and in
particular Valckenaer, showed a similar orientation. Within the present framework I can only
raise a few points which may be interesting for further research and discussion.
In contrast to their seventeenth-century rationalist colleagues, the Dutch did not treat the
sounds of language "as an external cloak appended to its internal form" (Stankiewicz 1974: 170).
In the writings of the Schola Hemsterhusiana one never finds an appeal made to "la
connoissance de ce qui se passe dans nostre esprit", which the authors of the notorious
Grammaire générale et raisonnée (1660, Amsterdam edition 1703) deemed indispensable "pour
comprendre les fondemens de la Grammaire". Neither did Valckenaer seek refuge in the
comparison of Greek with other languages: to his mind, the Greek language could be fully
explained from itself and derived from itself. It constituted a system on its own. Thus, without
practising any comparative or historical research Valckenaer felt he had sufficient material at his
disposal to (re)construct "the building of the Greek language", as Halbertsma (1849: 5) phrased
it. I venture to say that this approach indicates a certain awareness of the autonomy of language.
As has been put forward in a number of recent publications (cf. Noordegraaf 1996a: 23-55;
1996b), in the Schola's approach to language the concept of analogy, seen as a creative force
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In a private comment on this passage the late Pieter Verburg (1905-1989) suggested that
"architectus" could mean "the Creator, God". If so, then Valckenaer was quite in line with his teacher
Hemsterhuis (1740: 325) who spoke about analogy as something "infixum [...] omnibus hominibus a
summo rerum auctore Deo". Ten Kate, too, considered God to be the very first origin of language.
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(creatrix potentia, cf. Gerretzen 1940: 180), played a crucial role, and not only in morphology.7 It is
interesting to note that this "sprachbildendes Prinzip" was regarded to be active in syntax too. At
the level of linguistic theory 'analogia' referred to the conception of language as a regular system;
thanks to this principle all elements of language were interconnected (Stankiewicz 1974: 170).
Thus, for the Dutch scholars, thanks to analogy, language had its own system and its own
rationality, not congruent with any system of ideas or meanings underlying language.
It has therefore been suggested that the Dutch were among the first to accept the idea that the
forms of a language, its outward phonetic appearence, might be a system in itself (Verburg 1950:
460). In such a case, we are allowed to speak of the 'primacy of the language form', "het primaat
van de taalvorm", as my former supervisor D.M. Bakker (1988: 192) once called it. This we
recognize as a leading principle in much nineteenth-century historical and twentieth-century
structuralist language research.
In short, the eighteenth-century Schola Hemsterhusiana fostered a "concept of language as a
structured entity whose parts are intrinsically interrelated and which, hence, is open to systematic
description" (cf. Koerner 1975: 131).8 If my observations concerning the Dutch material stand
up to scrutiny, then it might be correct to say that historical-comparative linguistics was in fact
preceded by, among other things, a type of linguistics which did indeed show some typically
structuralist features.

4. Final remarks
In ten Kate's characterization of derivation as a field which in the course of time has become a
wilderness one finds the evolutionary dimension of the garden analogy: trees grow, and develop,
branches die off and fall, and the beautiful garden turns into a waste land; consequently, the
original structure becomes unrecognizable. Only historical research - removing the dead wood
and the branches grown crooked - can help us to see its fundamental regularity. In Valckenaer's
evocation of the linguae hortus, however, emphasis is laid upon the systematic aspects of the
garden concept. As is well known, nineteenth-century mainstream linguistics stressed the
historical dimension of language, whereas in Saussure's Cours the systematic character of
language received its due share. This shift in attention appears to be a nice example of the
working of the pendulum-swing model as proposed by Koerner (1989: 54).
That a transition from eighteenth-century Hemsterhusian style linguistics to nineteenth-century
historical grammar is indeed conceivable, is a thesis advocated by Dam (1935). He concluded
that Hemsterhuis's teachings meant an interesting renewal of the ancient analogy concept. In
Hemsterhuis, the concept of analogy became more dynamic and subjective, and, consequently,
could be also applied to language history. As evidence for his thesis that the connection between
Hemsterhuis and Romanticism is a real one, Dam pointed to the works of a nineteenth-century
student of historical linguistics and faithful correspondent of Jacob Grimm, the Frisian J.H.
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Mounin (1968: 97) reminds us of the fact that Saussure too saw "l'analogie comme principe des
créations de la langue" — "naissance d'une grammaire générative", Mounin comments in his compact
Saussure anthology. Within this context, Saussure's mentioning "la formule de la quatrième
proportionelle" reminds the well-informed reader of the modus operandi of the Hemsterhusians in the
field of morphology. See, for instance, the quotation on "proportio" from Quintilian, which precedes
Scheidius's foreword to his 1790 edition of Valckenaer's Observationes.
8
For the term "structura orationis" see Hemsterhuis 1740: 325, 362.
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Halbertsma, whose etymological ideas go back to the Schola and who was an ardent admirer of
both Hemsterhuis and Valckenaer. In a letter dated 12 June 1843 to Valckenaer's grandson, L.C.
Luzac (1786-1861), Halbertsma explicated what had been the source of his linguistic knowledge
and of his "historical view": "I may say: it was solely Ludovicus Casparus [Valckenaer]. [...]
everything I have achieved and still hope to achieve" is "nothing else but the application of his
principles to Germanic language study" (Kalma 1968: 139-140).
Can it be argued that the emergence of structuralism in the twentieth century meant just
another swing, namely the revival of eighteenth-century concepts including the concept of
systema (cf. Mounin 1968: 60)? Exactly how, one is inclined to ask, and what aspects actually
changed in the course of time? It is now more than twenty years since Konrad Koerner set out
to write an extensive study on the evolution of "the concept of structure in general linguistic
theory" (Koerner 1975). While he was fully engaged in making the History of Linguistics what it
is now, a widely recognized and practiced field of scholarly research, this study remained
manuscript (cf. Cowan & Foster 1989: 42). I hope that in the years to come Konrad will find the
time to return to this theme and give it another thought, sitting in the shadow of his beloved
Schleicherian language garden. Crescat, floreat.
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